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"Narrative"
This presentation does not have to do with Ticks or Turds and I hope it isn’t a
Turkey!
Some 30 years ago Don Keller (shown here) commented that the differences
between Basketmaker II projectile points and some Archaic ones was as much
"technological" as "typological". By this he meant that even when the shapes were
similar the BM II points still appeared to be different. I thought that Don was right, and
wondered what the technological difference was.
In 1994 Phil Geib (slide) was analyzing a BM II collection from Atlatl Cave and
turned to the well-known material from Sand Dune Cave near Navajo mountain
excavated by Dick Ambler to try to better understand his material. The location of Sand
Dune Cave is shown here on this map (slide) of the four corners. Other places I like you
to note on this map, are Cedar Mesa and Grand Gulch in SE Utah, Black Mesa, and
Durango, Colorado.
Sand Dune Cave included a BM II cache of hunting and other gear inside a
leather bag. Here are shown some Atlatl points (slide) hafted on foreshafts. As well as
these some un-notched pre-forms were also in the bag (slide). Apparently these were
notched only at the time they were put in the hafts. These pre-forms we called "Large
Knives" in our Cedar Mesa Project typology.
Along with this hunting gear some gaming pieces were also present and these
Mountain Sheep horn rods, which Ambler thought were probably also gaming pieces.
Phil Geib, an excellent flint knapper, thought other wise and inferred that these
rods were actually punches, and that the points and preforms were largely produced by
indirect percussion. He was able to demonstrate this pretty convincingly by SEM
showing the characteristic wear of a punch and even a piece of chert embedded in this
rod. There were also horn pieces that he inferred were used as pressure flakers.
In using reconstructed tools to make bifaces he determined that the punches
resulted in much broader, thinner flakes (slide), and these in turn resulted in bifaces
with fewer, larger flake scars and that tended to sinuosity in a side view.
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Comparatively, points made with antler pressure flakes tended to smaller, narrower
flakes, less sinuosity, but more serrations as shown on this point which he flaked the
left side with the punch and the right site with an antler tine.
So he concludes thusly.
(Reading the text on next three slides)
Geib’s (2002) Basic Premise:
Archaic and BM II peoples used different flaking techniques
to produce their bifaces:
Archaic peoples used antler tine pressure flakers
BM II peoples used indirect punches and wide composite pressure flakers
These different techniques produce bifaces with distinctive
morphologies and flake scar patterns
We first evaluate this premise quantitatively and then show how
to differentiate BM II and Archaic points from Cedar Mesa
(slide) Geib (2002) indicates that:
BM II flake scars tend to be wide ( commonly 4 , up to 7 mm )
BM II flake scars tend to be widely spaced ( can be 10 mm apart)
BM II bifaces tend to be sinuous
BM II bifaces are not serrated
We Add:
BM II bifaces tend to be very thin and wide
BM II flake scars are best measured 5mm back from margin due to overlapping
small resharpening flakes
(Next Slide)
Jesse shown here, determined
(Slide) Methods (1):
Quantify width/thickness,
A - Flake scar initiation width (10 largest per object, if fewer than 8 measures can
be derived, the object was not included),
B - Flake scar width 5 mm back from margin (ditto)
C - Flake scar spacing 5 mm back from margin (ditto)
Sinuosity and serration indices (ordinal)

[Point out the relative thickness/width on the fourth slide, noting that the thick type 22
were not atlatl points.)
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(Next Slide) Show the sinuosity of these three Geib Bifaces, noting that we would code
them 1,2,,3 did similarly for serrations.)
With these attributes in mind, let us turn very briefly to Cedar Mesa (slide). This
project was centered on regional sampling and we collect 76 quadrats shown here,
which resulted in surface collecting 130 sites we id’ed as BM II. We also surveyed the
intervening canyons, and collected some of the sites there, one of them being the Rock
Island site here which was not fully analyzed in the 70s and 80s. This site, originally
discovered by Don Keller was finally being analyzed by Jesse and I last year when we
developed this paper. I’ll also refer to some points excavated in 1991 over here in
Hardscrabble 5, the Dos Tanques, Dos Fuentes locality.
The BM II atlatl points are seen here (slide), both side notched and corner
notched forms. Also present (on the right in this slide) is a Type 22 biface form which is
quite different, being much thicker, that were used for a function which led to extreme
wear. These type 22 were not included in the analyses discussed here.
We included the seven Rock Island projectile points, shown here on the left,
which had not been formally evaluated. [Although almost all of the BM II bifaces we
have are from the Cedar Mesa Grand Gulch phase which dateds from AD 200-400, the
ones on the right here are from an excavated site in Hardscrabble 5 which I think is
slightly earlier. Are they made the same way as the rest of the BM II bifaces.]
We did not locate any Archaic sites (slide), but did have a number of Archaic
points (six) that were identified as such typologically, that is morphologically in the
1970s. Other work at Black Mesa has demonstrated that Archaic points were apparently
picked up by BM II people and we presume this is true for Cedar Mesa.
We saw Phil as having produced something that Leroy Johnson might have called an
Analytical Narrative, or Bill Lipe a plausible explanation, but not exactly demonstrated
the empirical validity of his case So we first wanted to verify empirically that the
patterns he suggested did occur, and give some validity to the actual measurements
involved. Secondly, there were a number of specific issues we could evaluate if the first
was so.
First, I noted that Phil said serrations were very unusual in BM II points, and I
noted that one point so classified in the late 70s early 80s was serrated, as shown here
B11-261, and I wondered if this was an error. When I looked at it, with Phil’s paper in
mind, I thought this classification was an error. Since we had only six Archaic points,
we added it to the Archaic points, with the provision, if its Geibian measurements
didn’t hold up, we would revisit this issue. All seven "Archaic" points are shown here
on the right, after being coated by magnesium oxide to show the flake scars, a
procedure Jesse had learned in Russia.
We subsampled the BM II points since we had a lot, using a systematic sampling
procedure. With one exception, all pre-forms (large knives) came from the Rock Island
site, as although I had been holding on to the points at UBC, the knives had been sent to
WSU with the rest of the Cedar Mesa Collections in 2004.
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In the box plots (slide) shown here, it can been seen that the four metric
measurements are clearly different between are "Archaic" points, and the BM II points
and Preforms. Note that B 11-261 appears in two cases as an outlier towards extreme
"Archaic-ness" and once in between Archaic and BM II.
Another selection of the same information (slide) is shown in the table here, with
probability estimates. Note that the differences for all six variables is well beyond the
conventional .05 level, even with only seven Archaic points. We believe this
demonstrates that Phil’s model is indeed correct, and we have validated it and have
provided quantitative parameters that can be used by others.
Let us turn to applying this "validated model" to specific issues. First (slide), this
object on the upper right, HS5-34, has sometimes been cited as an early "Archaic" point
when seen on a slide, including, I believe, by Phil Geib, though he claims not to
remember this now! I always thought it was a BM II knife (not a preform) or a BM II
spear point. We also have the B 11-261 serrated point to look at more systematically.
We chose to investigate these issues, the combination of all six attributes, by
Metric Multidimensional scaling which results in this figure (slide), with 76% of the
variance accounted for by these two dimensions, demonstrating a high degree of
correlation among the variables. We scaled all 26 bifaces that we had been able to record
all six variables.
Note, that the serrated point, B11-261 is the most extreme of the "Archaic points,
and that HS-54, the BM II knife, is one of the two most extreme BM II objects. [And the
two objects from the early HS 5 BM II excavated material HS5-1558 and HS5-2675
appear to be made in the same way as the rest of the BM II bifaces.]
But we also found a surprise. Note object NRc9-5.2205, one of the seven points
from the Rock Island site. It is sitting up there next to the Archaic points! Remember I
said the Rock Island points had not yet been formally classified, and I just assumed that
they were all BM II, as none of them were had a very obviously Archaic archaic shape
(slide). On further inspection, once we had done the MDS, this point(seen here in the
upper left hand corner) not only did the Geibian measurements point to it being
Archaic, but a cumbersome quantitative analysis developed by Holmer placed it as an
Elko Side-notched, an Archaic point type, which is what it probably was. It was a
collection that had a lot of Elko CN and SN points as well as BM II points that led Don
Keller to make his observation.
With this "scientizing" of Phil’s scheme, we think there are several obvious
questions to be investigated.
Somewhat less well accepted (slide) than the determination that the BM II are
dependent on maize are the ethnic relaltionships discovered among the BM II via
previous Cedar Mesa research. I have shown that the Eastern (Durango, Colorado) BM
II is different on a number of grounds from the Western (Cedar Mesa) BM II, points,
house styles, and basktry foundations, among others. Further the Eastern does share a
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number of characteristics with earlier Colorado Plateau Archaicv, particularly, Basketry
technology, point shaves, and cribbed roofs. The Western, shows similarity in point
shape, house forms, and basketry, with the earlier agricultural San Pedro Cochise,
leading to the inference that the BM evolved from a migration of the San Pedro Cochise.
From these postulated relationships a number of hypothesese can be developed
that can be evaluated by our procedures (slide).
How are Eastern BM II points made? Since this kind of technology is of the
"Enculturated" sort, it ought to track biological populations, and according to the model
presented earlier, Eastern BM II ought to be more like Archaic. Conversely, the San
Pedro Cochise may have transmitted this technology to the Western BM II, so
measurements of this sort in southern Arizona are also in order.
Finally, it is hard to find enough relatively complete points from any given site to
make these kinds of analysis. But analysis of debitage may also be sensitive to these
issues. So Jesse and I along with David Pokotylo hope to produce some of these objects
and see if the biface reduction flakes can be used to identify the technology (slide). We
think from the analysis of the Rock Island site that this is likely to be feasible, if we can
learn how to produce the bifaces by indirect percusion.
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